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Coordinated Bayesian-Based Bioinspired Plume
Source Term Estimation and Source

Seeking for Mobile Robots
Joseph R. Bourne, Member, IEEE, Eric R. Pardyjak , and Kam K. Leang , Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new nonparametric Bayesian-based motion
planning algorithm for autonomous plume source term estimation
(STE) and source seeking (SS) is presented in this paper. The
algorithm is designed for mobile robots equipped with gas
concentration sensors. Specifically, robots coordinate and utilize
a Gaussian-plume likelihood model in a Bayesian-based STE
process, then they simultaneously search for and navigate toward
the source through model based, bioinspired SS methods such as
biased-random-walk and surge-casting. Compared with the state-
of-the-art Bayesian- and sensor-based STE/SS motion planners, the
strategy described takes advantage of coordination between mul-
tiple robots and the estimated plume model for faster and more ro-
bust SS, rather than rely on direct or filtered sensor measurements.
A set of Monte Carlo simulation studies are conducted to compare
the performance between the uncoordinated and coordinated
algorithms for different robot team sizes and starting conditions.
Additionally, the algorithms are validated experimentally through
a laboratory-safe, realistic humid-air plume that behaves similar
to a gas plume, to test STE and SS using mobile ground robots
equipped with humidity sensors. Simulation and experimental
results show consistently that the algorithm involving coordination
outperforms traditional bioinspired SS algorithms and it is
approximately twice as fast as the uncoordinated case. Finally, the
plume source is distorted to study the algorithm’s limitations and
impact on STE and SS, where results show that even for distorted
plumes, useful source localization information can be obtained.

Index Terms—Bayesian estimation, mobile robots, plume-source
localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOURCE term estimation (STE) [1] refers to the process of
estimating the parameters of a gas plume and source seek-

ing (SS) [2] refers to the process of determining and/or finding
the location of a plume source by navigating and moving a
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Fig. 1. Gas source term estimation and source seeking using ground and aerial
robots.

mobile sensor toward the source. In general, “source localiza-
tion” can be accomplished by STE and/or SS techniques. More
specifically, STE localizes the source through sensor-based es-
timation, whereas SS requires the robot to navigate toward the
source location. Fast, robust, and effective STE and SS are
needed to identify, isolate, monitor, and predict gas leaks or
the dispersion of harmful substances, especially following an
accident or natural disaster in highly populated areas [3]–[5].
Delayed response results in persisting chemical, biological, ra-
diological, or nuclear substances that can cause harm to humans,
physical infrastructure, and the environment [6]–[10]. With re-
cent advances in mobile ground and aerial robot technology
(such as small low-cost unmanned autonomous systems [11])
that can be quickly deployed for first response and disaster re-
mediation [12], autonomous robotics-based algorithms for STE
and SS can help direct humans out of harms way, minimize
damage, and lower recovery costs and time.

This paper studies the problem of using a team of mobile
robots (e.g., ground or air vehicles as depicted in Fig. 1), each
equipped with a gas concentration sensor,1 for fast, robust, and
effective source localization via simultaneous STE and SS. The
algorithm described enables robots to coordinate and utilize
a Gaussian-plume likelihood model in a Bayesian-based STE
process, then simultaneously search for and navigate toward
the source through bioinspired, source-seeking methods such
as biased-random-walk (BRW) and surge-casting (SC). Fig. 2
shows a block diagram of the STE and SS motion planner,

1Such as metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors or MEMS-based sensors like the
NevadaNano’s Molecular Property Spectrometer (MPS), which enables the
identification and quantification of a wide range of dangerous gases.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the STE and SS motion planner.

where a Bayesian filter creates a posterior distribution p(·) from
sensor measurements z. The posterior p(·), robot state x, and
sensor measurement z are then utilized by the SS algorithm to
control the robot. Compared with the state-of-the-art Bayesian-
based STE and SS motion planners, e.g., approaches that have
focused on using a single robot, imposed assumptions to lower
the dimensionality (<3) of the STE parameter space, or sepa-
rately designed the motion planner for SS and STE processes [4],
[13]–[16], the motion planner described herein takes advantage
of coordination and utilizes the estimated parameters from the
Bayesian-based STE for SS, rather than use direct or filtered
sensor measurements. Thus, the source localization process is
more robust and effective compared to, for example, sensor-
based approaches which are sensitive to measurement noise,
disturbances, and unsteady atmospheric conditions [4]. In fact,
simulations and experiments were conducted to test the hypoth-
esis that SS using the coordinated bioinspired Bayesian-based
algorithm is faster, more robust, and more effective than tradi-
tional reactive, sensor-based SS methods.

This paper describes three novel advances. First, by exploit-
ing the Bayesian filter’s estimate, the nonparametric STE pro-
cess and the bioinspired source-seeking motion planner become
coupled, i.e., the motion planner for SS depends on the STE
process through feedback of the posterior distribution. In this
sense, the SS process utilizes the posterior distribution’s ex-
pected value of the analytical concentration gradient and wind
direction for more effective chemotactic and anemotactic be-
haviors, respectively. Thus, the source-seeking process handles
sensor noise and measurement fluctuations caused by natural
turbulent and/or unsteady atmospheric conditions [17]–[19].
Second, the multimodal nature of the posterior distribution is
utilized for coordinated motion planning, where robots system-
atically work together to investigate likely plume estimates,
therefore, promoting informative joint observation for quickly
verifying or eliminating plume hypotheses. Lastly, the algo-
rithm is validated on a novel physical experiment where a re-
alistic humid-air plume, which behaves similar to a gas plume,
is generated to test ground robots equipped with low-cost hu-
midity sensors for fast, robust, and effective STE and SS. Prior
work has tested against a similar plume source [20]; however,
their approach was focused on a reactive plume-tracking method
based on combinatorial logic with no explicit state or mem-
ory being used. Furthermore, their process estimated a limited
number of source parameters.

There are four main contributions of this paper. First, the
details of the algorithm and its parameters, along with practi-
cal implementation considerations, are presented and discussed.

Second, a set of simulation studies is conducted to thoroughly
study the performance of the algorithms, for both uncoordinated
and coordinated efforts, and to compare them with standard
sensor-based, bioinspired SS algorithms. Quantifiable results
are presented to evaluate performance across different sizes of
robot teams and initial starting configurations. Third, physical
experiments, using the novel setup, are conducted to further test,
validate, and evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithms and to
compare them with traditional techniques. Finally, the plume
source is distorted to study the algorithm’s limitations and im-
pact on STE and SS. Detailed conclusions and improvements
for future work are also discussed.

II. SOURCE TERM ESTIMATION AND SOURCE SEEKING

A. Static and Mobile Sensor Networks for STE and SS

The process for STE and SS can be accomplished using two
distinct approaches: static sensor network (SSN) and mobile
sensor network (MSN) [5]. In SSN, an array of sensors are
distributed spatially to detect a substance, followed by pro-
cessing the measurements using Bayesian-based techniques or
optimization [5]. For example, a least-square inversion algo-
rithm [21] and a genetic algorithm using 25 static sensors [22]
have been used for STE. If applied in and around a nuclear
power plant, an SSN can serve as an early detection system.
Unfortunately, SSN can be costly and requires initial setup time
and a dense grid of sensors are needed to adequately cover a
site.

In MSN, a sensor is placed on a mobile platform, such as
a ground or aerial robot. Then, the mobile-sensor system tra-
verses and explores the environment for STE and SS. Although
MSN can be more cost effective and has greater spatial cov-
erage over challenging terrain, some drawbacks include being
slower (compared with SSN) for STE and SS, depending on the
number of sensors used [5]. Examples of MSN include work on
formation control using the Laplacian feedback for plume track-
ing [23], remote sensing using a tunable diode laser absorption
spectroscopy (TDLAS) based sensor for gas distribution map-
ping [24], [25], bimodal sensing (both concentration and visual
based) for SS [26], a neural network based regression algorithm
for environmental concentration mapping [27], and a model-
based gas source localization approach using gas concentration
gridmaps [28].

The field of MSN can be divided into two main subcategories:
boundary tracking, where the mobile sensor moves along a
contour of interest [29], and SS, where the robot moves in the
direction of the source location [5]. For example, in [30], a
support-vector learning-based Lyapunov vector field was gen-
erated for open-loop control of robots along a desired boundary
contour. Boundary mapping using a swarm of agents, based on
glowworm swarm optimization, was studied in [31]. Fluxotaxis,
an approach based on computational fluid dynamics involving
multiple robots for SS, was studied in [32]. An SS method
based on particle swarm optimization is described in [2].
Three-dimensional (3-D) bioinspired SS was investigated
in [33]. An interesting multirobot approach that also generates
online topological maps is described in [34]. Additionally,
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an analytical-based approach for optimal swarm formation
was studied in [35] and [36]. Lastly, a multirobot-based
approach investigates spatial and temporal based filtering for
gas distribution mapping [37]. Thorough surveys covering the
majority of the literature for both SSN and MSN can be found
in [5], [9] and [18].

B. Bayesian-Based Approaches

Probabilistic approaches that exploit Bayesian inference con-
sider uncertainties in models and sensor measurements through
probability density functions (PDFs), resulting in estimates of
the source terms, including source location [1], [4], [13]–[16],
[38]–[42]. The main advantages include producing estimates
with confidence levels, and prior information can be incorpo-
rated into the algorithm through a PDF. Thus, modeling error,
sensor noise, and typical unsteady atmospheric conditions can
be accounted for in Bayesian-based methods.

The state-of-the-art approaches within the framework of SSN
include a method that uses a particle filter and a weighted cen-
troid method for STE [43]. An STE process with progressive
correction combined with a sequential Bayesian estimator is
described in [44]. Binary measurements from an SSN at an un-
known threshold with a Bayesian filter is explored in [1] for
STE. Approximate Bayesian computational methods are de-
scribed in [42] and tested against the Prairie Grass dataset. A
Bayesian-based method utilizing adaptive sampling is presented
in [45]. Dimension reduction by Rao–Blackwell methods for an
SSN is investigated in [46]. For MSNs, a hidden Markov model
is used for plume mapping as described in [47] and [48], and
then tested on a REMUS autonomous underwater vehicle [49].
In [4], a tracing-behavior-based motion planner was used in
parallel with a particle filter for STE and SS. A nonparametric
mutual-information-based motion planner is described in [14]
and [15]. Various cognitive strategies comparing the use of dif-
ferent metrics quantifying information are presented in [16],
[38], [39], and [41]. A coordinated information-theoretic ap-
proach based on Rènyi divergence is considered in [50], where
the robot’s optimal inputs are asynchronously computed, and
thus the influence of joint observations are not accounted for.
Information formation control was applied in [41]. Finally, a
pseudo-gradient-based motion planner (inspired by Braiten-
berg vehicles [51]) and particle-filter-based source declaration
method were used on a quadcopter platform as described in [13].

C. Advancements Above the State-of-the Art

The majority of existing methods estimate a subset of the
parameters for various plume models [4], [13]–[16], [42]–
[44], [48] while often assuming meteorological data or using
experimentally-determined parameters, to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the STE process. These methods yield good per-
formance when a single mobile sensor is used to localize the
source [4], [13]–[16], [39]. Also, in previous works, the design
of the estimation process and control algorithm for a robot team
is performed separately [4], [13], [48]. This may work well for
low-dimensional STE, but performance is limited in the gen-
eral case when the parameter space becomes large (>3). On

the other hand, to enable practical estimation of a larger set of
parameters, the proposed algorithm considers multiple robots
and coordinates their respective actions such that robots move
along more informative trajectories for effective estimation of a
larger set of parameters. In fact, the method described estimates
the full set of parameters of the Gaussian model with assumed
priors.

Although information-theoretic SS methods are coupled with
the STE process, the information-theoretic framework can be
computationally expensive [14]–[16], [38]–[41], [52], [53]. This
is because information-theoretic approaches require solving
high-dimensional integrals [54]. Furthermore, computation time
scales exponentially with longer time horizons and number of
robots [55].

Herein, both the STE process and the control of the robots
for SS are coupled, where the multimodal structure of the pos-
terior is exploited for coordination across the robot team. Such
a structure has received limited attention in the literature. This
form of coordination depends on analytic forms; therefore, they
are less computationally expensive than coordinated cognitive
strategies, such as in [14]–[16], [38]–[41], and [52]. Similar
types of coordination have been studied [56], but the applica-
tion is for optimal self-localization and mapping, rather than
STE and SS as presented here.

Finally, validation and testing of STE and SS algorithms have
occurred under idealistic conditions, where the majority of re-
sults have come from simulations [14], [16], [38], [40], [41],
[44], [52], using datasets [1], [5], [15], [39], [42], or experiments
have been conducted in well-controlled environments, such as in
a wind tunnel [23], [33], [57]–[59] or enclosed space [35], [36],
[60], [61]. This is the case because safely creating spatial chemi-
cal distributions is challenging, and it is difficult to verify results
when ground truth information about the experimental chemical
release is not readily available [62], especially for dangerous
substances. Thus, many studies have involved simulations, or
the experiments have been conducted on a reduced scale in a
well-controlled environment. In contrast, a novel experimental
apparatus is described that generates a safe humid-air plume that
behaves like a gas plume for conducting rigorous laboratory ex-
periments. In place of chemical concentration sensors, robots
are equipped with low-cost humidity sensors. Experiments are
conducted in a laboratory environment with typical unsteady
atmospheric conditions due to the building air-conditioning sys-
tem and the plume is also distorted using an obstruction and a fan
to study the algorithms’ limitations and impact on STE and SS.

III. ESTIMATION, MOTION PLANNING, AND CONTROL

A. Overview

This section describes the technical details of the coordinated
Bayesian-based STE process that is combined with bioinspired
actions for SS. Ultimately, the algorithm enables a team of
mobile robots with sensors to systematically explore an area of
interest for effective STE and SS. More specifically, as robots
move, they estimate the parameters of a Gaussian plume model,
while at the same time, attempt to move toward the plume source
through bioinspired actions for SS that are informed by the
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model generated from the Bayesian-based STE process. What
is distinct and unique about this algorithm relative to the state
of the art is the use of coordination between robots for STE, and
the bioinspired motion planner uses the output of the Bayesian
estimator, rather than direct sensor measurements. As will be
shown in simulations and physical experiments, the results show
fast, robust, and effective STE and SS compared to traditional
bioinspired SS methods that rely on direct (or filtered) sensor
feedback.

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed STE and SS
motion planner. First, concentration measurements, which can
be modeled by the function cα (t,x), are used by the particle
filter and bioinspired SS motion planner. Specifically, the for-
mer recursively updates the posterior distribution with the latest
sensory information from the robot team and the latter produces
a desired heading/location to move the robots. The particle filter
is initialized with a prior distribution that incorporates domain
knowledge before any observations are made. Domain knowl-
edge can be encoded as rough estimates of the location of the
chemical source within a prescribed search area.

A centralized fusion architecture is assumed with all-to-all
communication, similar to that in [41] and [50] and further
explained in [63]. It is pointed out that the robot dynamics are
not considered because the sensing model is designed around a
steady-state plume. Interestingly, it is shown that the approach
works well even when tested in simulation and experiments
against an unsteady and dynamic plume.

A proportional-derivative-integral (PID) feedback controller
is utilized to drive the differential robots to the desired locations,
which results in new measurements with respect to each robot.
This process is repeated until robots converge onto the source
or when sufficient time has elapsed for the algorithm to run.

Herein, chemotaxis (such as BRW) and anemotaxis (such as
SC) bioinspired methods are chosen because, first, these ap-
proaches are simple and commonly applied, and the objective
is to enhance these commonly used approaches. Second, the
BRW and SC are two fundamentally different bioinspired meth-
ods. Thus, it is desirable to study the enhancement of these two
fundamentally different approaches. Thirdly, bioinspired meth-
ods are chosen over raster-type scanning methods (e.g., “lawn-
mower” scanning [64]) because scanning methods do not take
advantage of the STE process and can be inefficient in certain
situations. Finally, the algorithm described can be incorporated
with other motion planners.

Although traditional chemotaxis and anemotaxis bioinspired
SS actions can be effective [13], [17], [18], [65]–[67], techniques
such as BRW rely on the ability to detect smooth concentration
gradients that reliably and consistently point toward the source
location [18]. Likewise, in SC wind direction measurements
(e.g., measured using anemometers) are needed for effective
surging. Sensor noise and the stochastic nature of chemical
and gas plumes (caused by turbulence and fluctuations in atmo-
spheric conditions) can render BRW and SC methods inefficient,
or worse, ineffective [5], [18]. One approach to address this
challenge is to exploit a particle filter’s estimate rather than re-
lying on direct (or filtered) sensor measurements. Particle filters
approximate Bayesian filters through sequential Monte Carlo

Fig. 3. Representation of a passive-scalar plume where the world frame is
denoted by W (xW , yW , zW ), the plume frame is denoted by P (xP , yp , zp ),
the source [located at (xs , ys )] exits from stack of height zs , the wind velocity
vector is denoted by v, which is colinear to the xP , the angle θ of which is
measured from the xW -axis to xP . The time-averaged behavior of such plumes
is approximated by the Gaussian plume model.

techniques and are capable of handling nonlinear sensor mod-
els and multimodal distributions [68], and thus have been used
for STE [5]. In this paper, both the concentration gradient and
wind direction are not directly observable, but are estimated by
a particle filter. In fact, only the concentration measurements
are used to estimate both the concentration gradient and wind
direction.

B. Gaussian Plume Sensor Model

The Gaussian plume model is used to represent the time-
average spatial distribution of a plume. The STE process esti-
mates the parameters of this model, and the bioinspired motion
planner utilizes this model. Fig. 3 shows a representation of a
passive-scalar plume, where gas exits from a stack (of height
zs) and is transported downwind. The downwind velocity (in
the xP direction) is denoted by v; and the wind angle θ is mea-
sured from the xW -axis of the world frame to the xP -axis of the
plume frame. The diffusion terms in the yP and zP directions in
the plume frame are given by Dy and Dz , respectively. Along
the xP direction, the diffusion term Dx is assumed to be
negligible due to advection. The time-averaged behavior of
many physically-observed plumes can be represented by this
model [43], [69], [70], where concentration profiles are shown
in Fig. 3.

The Gaussian plume model is obtained by solving a simplified
transport equation. Neglecting diffusion in the xP direction and
noting that advection dominates, the transport equation is given
by [71]

∂c

∂t
=

∂

∂yP
Dy

∂c

∂yP
+

∂

∂zP
Dz

∂c

∂zP
− v

∂c

∂xP
. (1)

Assuming steady-state conditions and assuming no degrada-
tion, it can be shown that the solution to (1) takes the Eulerian
form [71]

cα (xP , yP , zP )=
Q

4πxP
√
DyDz

exp
(
− v

4xP

(
y2
P

Dy
+
z2
P

Dz

))

(2)
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where the domain is the 3-D position of the robot as described
in the plume frame and Q represents the release rate. Although
this representation is slightly different than the Gaussian plume
model described in [72], both of these representations are essen-
tially the same, where they differ only in the parameterization
of diffusivity [72]. Here, the mapping cα : X → R+ , where
X ⊂ R3 is the domain of the robot(s) described in the plume
frame.

The Gaussian plume model assumes the following.
1) Emission of the source is at the origin; the source is con-

tinuous and constant.
2) The terrain is relatively flat.
3) Homogeneous turbulence with constant mean velocity in

time and elevation.
4) Infinite fluid and stationary.
5) Diffusivities are constant.
6) Nonreacting and nonbuoyant plume.
7) Gas is reflected and not absorbed by the ground surface.
Like all STE methods, the goal is to estimate the unknown

parameters of the model given by (2), specifically to find the set
of constant parameters α = {xs, ys , zs ,Q, v, θ,Dy ,Dz} ∈
A ⊂ R8 . Note that the parameters that describe the position
of the source and the downwind direction, i.e., xs , ys , zs , and
θ, respectively, are created by using the appropriate homoge-
neous transformation P TW from the world frame to the plume
frame [73] and through the principle of superposition as de-
scribed in [71]. Additionally, the proposed approach estimates
z-related components of the model (zs and Dz ), even though
robots are restricted to move in a 2-D plane. It is believed that
allowing for 3-D traversal will help minimize ambiguity and
increases accuracy in the estimate.

The dynamics of realistic plumes have been observed to ex-
hibit instantaneous fluctuations that can deviate from the Gaus-
sian plume model [74]. However, this model is chosen because
of its simplicity and it is computationally efficient [5].

C. Particle Filter Design

Particle filters are used to estimate unknown dynamic
parameters and states based on prior knowledge and ob-
servations [75]. These filters can handle nonlinear variable
evolution, non-Gaussian processes, and multimodal distribu-
tions [68]. Thus, they are well suited for estimating dynamic
and constant variables, and therefore employed for STE in
this paper.

To begin, the following notation is used. The subscript
k ∈ Z+ denotes discrete time instances where k − 1 represents
the previous time instance. The measurement history is denoted
by z0:k = {z0 ...zk}, where zjk denotes the jth robot’s sensor
concentration measurement value at time step k. The unob-
served random variable is denoted by αk ∈ A ⊂ Rnα , where
A is the parameter domain and nα = 8. The observed random
variable is zk ∈ Z ⊂ Rnz , with a likelihood model described
by p(zk |αk ), where zk = {z0

k , z
1
k , ..., z

nz
k }. The finite set of

np ∈ Z+ weighted particles is represented by {αik}npi=1 , where
αik ∈ A . The set of normalized importance weights is denoted
by {wi

k}npi=0 , where
∑

i w
i
k = 1 and wi

k ∈ [0, 1].

The following assumptions are made.
1) A single plume source exists in the search (parameter A )

domain.
2) The state (position, velocity, etc.) of the jth robot at time

step k, denoted by xjk ∈ X , is known.
3) The unobserved variables are a Markov process with

known prior distribution p(α0), which undergoes state
transition described by the conditional probability
p(αk |αk−1). However, for static parameter estimation,
an artificial state transition (AST) is utilized, which is
common for constant parameter estimation [76].

4) Both the state transition and likelihood models are
assumed to be stationary models.

5) All parameters are stationary, hence αk = αk−1 , ∀k.
6) Sensor observations are conditionally independent given

the random variable αik .
7) Sensor observations and robot positions are available to

all mobile-sensor platforms for data fusion (ignoring time
delays and bandwidth limitations, similar to the work
in [41]).

The posterior density can be represented nonparametrically
by np particles through a generalized probability distribution
function given by

p(αk |z0:k ) ≈
np∑

i=1

wi
kδ(αk − αik ) (3)

where δ(·) is the Dirac Delta function. Therefore, the minimum
mean squared estimate (MMSE) is defined as

α̂k =
∫

αk ∈A
αkp(αk |z0:k )dαk ≈

np∑

i=1

wi
kα

i
k . (4)

Through the principle of importance sampling, the weights in
(3) are recursively described by [68]

wi
k ∝ wi

k−1
p(zk |αik )p(αik |αik−1)
q(αik |αik−1 , zk )

(5)

where q(αik |αik−1 , zk ) is the proposal distribution, which is
chosen to be p(αk |αik−1) for simplicity. Thus, (5) becomes

wi
k ∝ wi

k−1p(zk |αik ) (6)

which is an update for the importance weights. It is pointed out
that other types of Bayesian filters can be used.

Taking into account Assumption V, an AST is added to avoid
degeneration, as well as other problems with particle filters (such
as sample impoverishment) [77], [78]. The AST is implemented
as a zero-mean multivariate normal distribution sampling pro-
cess defined as N (0,Σ), where Σ is an nα × nα covariance
matrix. More specifically, it is chosen such that Σ is dependent
on the standard deviation of the particle set, i.e., Σ(σ{αik }).

The likelihood model estimates how likely a concentration
measurement is for a given plume model estimate αik (for the
ith particle) and is chosen as

p(zk |αik ) =
nz∏

j

N

(
zjk ; cαik

(
P i

xjk
)
, r(σ(x,y ,θ),k )

)
(7)
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where a normal distribution N (x;μ, σ) is utilized, and x, μ,
and σ represent the random variable, mean, and standard
deviation, respectively. In (7), the term

cαik

(
P i

xjk
)

=

{
Eq. (2), if P

i
xjk > 0

0, otherwise
(8)

represents the kth-time step predicted concentration measure-
ment, for the ith particle (αik ) and the jth robot’s posi-

tion
(
W xjk ∈ X

)
described in the world frame, which is

then translated and rotated to the ith particle’s plume frame(
P i

xjk = P i
TW

W xjk
)

. Additionally, P
i
xjk is the x-position of

the jth robot defined in the ith particle’s plume frame. This
process is needed to account for the singularity of the Gaussian
plume model.

The simple normal likelihood model given in (7) with a con-
stant noise standard deviation is commonly used in related works
with success [42], [43], [79]. It is noted that the approach is not
specific to any likelihood model. In fact, performance increase
is expected when choosing a long-tailed distribution [42]. The
majority of likelihood models have design parameters and for
this paper, the normal likelihood’s deviation must be chosen or
estimated. For example, in [79], a piecewise deviation model
was used that includes interferences with obstructions such as
walls. Also, in [80], a piecewise deviation model was used to
incorporate sonar and IR-based range sensor behavior for self-
localization in a crowded museum. Likewise in the STE domain,
one can imagine that the likelihood model is dependent on the
level of concentration or wind profiles. However, this is likely to
be dependent on the type of sensor used and is out of the scope
of this paper. Thus, the likelihood deviation is chosen only to
be a function of the posterior. Specifically, r(σ(xs ,ys ,θ),k ), with
r : R3

+ → R+ , is given by

r
(
σ(x,y ,θ),k

)
= R

||σ(xs ,ys ,θ),k ||2
maxk (||σ(xs ,ys ,θ),k ||2)

(9)

where σ(xs ,ys ,θ),k = {σxs ,k , σys ,k , σθ,k} is the vector of (circu-
lar) standard deviations, andR ∈ R+ is an initial noise standard
deviation value. Here, σ(·) denotes the standard deviation of the
parameter (·) across the particle ensemble, i.e., {(·)ik}npi=0 . It
is noted that r is dependent on the kth (circular) standard de-
viation of a particle-set’s source position and wind direction.
Equation (9) allows the particle filter to be less conservative as
the particles—specifically (xs, ys , θ)—become more clustered.

The particle-filter algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1, where
a systematic resampling method is used (see line 7) because it
is a low variance sampler and has linear complexity O(N) [68].
Also, resampling depends on how degenerate the particle set
is, i.e., if Nef f = 1∑ n p

i= 1 (wi
k )2 ≤ Nt , then the particle set is

resampled.

D. Bioinspired Motion Planner Design

The particle filter algorithm (Algorithm 1) is used for STE,
and the results of the STE are used by a bioinspired motion

planner to move the robots to change their location (for sensing)
(see Algorithm 1, Line 3). Bioinspired motion planners mimic
the way insects and other animals localize food, predators, and
potential mates [18]. Common strategies for these movements
include surging, casting or gradient-based traversal, which are
as follows.

1) Gradient-based traversal: Move in the direction of the
steepest gradient (similar to Braitenberg vehicle [51]).

2) Surging: Move upwind in the presence of a plume.
3) Casting: After losing the plume, translate side-to-side or

zig-zag (perpendicular to the wind direction) to reacquire
the plume.

The particle filter STE algorithm is combined with the myopic
sensor-based BRW and SC algorithms with fixed traveling steps
denoted by d.

The uncoordinated and coordinated BRW and SC algorithms
are described as follows.

1) Uncoordinated BRW Algorithm: BRW is a gradient-
based (chemotaxis) strategy, inspired by bacteria [81]. For ex-
ample, the mobile robotic sensor traverses in a fixed direction
until lower concentrations are detected, at which point the robot
proceeds in a new and random direction with fix distance d > 0.
However, plumes with turbulent behavior result in dynamic
gradients [5], and therefore, following this “pseudogradient”
can often be misleading in nonsteady-state and turbulent condi-
tions [18], [19].

To overcome this issue, the BRW algorithm is modified to uti-
lize an analytical gradient computed from the Gaussian plume
model informed by the STE results. However, initially the ana-
lytical gradient can still be misleading if the MMSE has an error,
usually due to multimodal posteriors or initial uncertain priors.
If while following a misleading MMSE gradient and robots do
not obtain informative sensor measurements, then the particle
filter’s posterior and MMSE will remain relatively unchanged.
Therefore, robots can get stuck at the highest concentration of
the MMSE, even though sensor measurements are relatively
small. To overcome this issue, the algorithm begins by utilizing
traditional BRW methods until more precise estimates of the
wind direction (θ) are obtained by the particle filter. The esti-
mate θ is considered precise if the particle (circular) standard
deviation (denoted as σθ , for the parameter of interest θ), is
within a predefined value θthres , where this value is referred to
as the switching threshold, i.e., behaviors switch when

σθ ≤ θthres . (10)
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The switching threshold θthres is utilized by the BRW and SC
algorithms (Line 3 in Algorithms 2 and 3) presented ahead.

Once an estimate is deemed “precise,” the headingψ ∈ [0, 2π]
(in the world frame) along the gradient of the particle filter’s
MMSE, α̂k , is calculated by (11) shown at the bottom of this

page where c[α̂k ,(P̂ ·)]
(
P̂ xjk

)
denotes the partial derivative with

respect to the (P̂ ·) variable (in the MMSE’s plume frame) and
is dependent on the position of each robot.

The direction of this gradient tends to lead to higher con-
centration measurements (when the estimate of the wind di-
rection θ̂k is accurate) which can be beneficial for the particle

filter estimator. For the partial derivative c[α̂k ,(P̂ ·)]
(
P̂ xjk

)
to be

bounded (i.e., not equal to ±∞), the x-position of the robot
relative to the plume frame must be nonnegative. The proposed
combined Bayesian-based STE and BRW algorithm using the
analytical gradient is presented in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2,

Ξ ∼ U ([a, b]) denotes that variable Ξ is sampled from a uniform
distribution within the limits [a, b].

2) Uncoordinated Surge-Cast (SC) Algorithm: The second
bioinspired algorithm considered is based on an SC approach,
which is inspired by the movement of male moths flying in
windy and turbulent plumes [82]–[84]. These insects mea-
sure the wind direction and chemical concentration for moving
through the environment. This method is an anemotaxis-based
approach that generally takes advantage of sensed local wind
direction [17], [81]. However, local wind measurements can be
sporadic, thus misleading. Furthermore, instead of adding more
sensors, which increases weight and power consumption, this
motion planner utilizes the MMSE of the wind direction θ̂k pro-
vided by the particle filter STE. Note that the particle filter can
incorporate wind sensors for direct measurements, if available.

The SC motion planner initially uses the BRW algorithm to
explore the environment to obtain a precise estimate of the wind
direction, θ̂k . Afterward, when the robot can detect the plume
above a desired threshold concentration, the robot surges up-
wind. If at any point during the surging process, the robot’s
concentration measurement drops below the threshold value,
the robot casts perpendicularly to the wind direction θ̂k to
reacquire the plume. The MMSE estimate α̂k is exploited to
determine which direction to cast, i.e., P̂ yjk can be used to de-
termine the robot’s position relative to the MMSE of the plume.
The proposed combined Bayesian-based STE and enhanced SC
algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.

Although the uncoordinated bioinspired methods are ex-
pected to outperform traditional bioinspired methods, some
challenges still remain. First, these algorithms require tuning as
to when to trust the particle filter’s MMSE through the threshold
of the standard deviation of the parameter θthres . Second, mov-
ing robots with respect to the MMSE estimate α̂k often leads
to redundant spatiotemporal measurements. Thus, the coordina-
tion process described next aims to address these issues.

3) Coordinated BRW and SC Algorithms: One often disre-
garded advantage of the particle filter is its ability to express
multimodal posterior, where the MMSE can be misleading,
i.e., α̂k is inaccurate. Multiple modes can often occur due to
the nonlinearity of the likelihood model, especially if the sen-
sor model is not injective or one-to-one. Modes of the particle
filter represent likely, but distinct, models that reflect the sensor
measurement history, similar to the MMSE.

Coordinated bioinspired motion planning between multiple
robots is achieved by enabling each robot to investigate a dif-
ferent hypothesis (mode) so that they can either be ruled out or
considered more thoroughly. More specifically, moving along
the modal estimated concentration gradient and the modal wind
direction promotes informative measurements that reduce the
posterior’s uncertainty. It is believed that optimal information-
theoretic methods result in similar behavior compared to the

W ψjk =

⎧
⎨

⎩
atan2

(
W TP̂

[
c[α̂k ,P̂ x]

(
P̂ xjk

)
, c[α̂k ,P̂ y ]

(
P̂ xjk

)] )
, if P̂ xjk > 0

Head toward {x̂s,k , ŷs,k}, otherwise
(11)
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proposed coordinated approach, but with the distinct advan-
tage of not having to optimize over the posterior, which can be
computationally expensive especially for nonparametric poste-
riors [85]. In fact, the computational complexity increases as the
robot team and time horizon increases [85].

In comparison to uncoordinated methods, instead of α̂k , each
robot is assigned a mode α̂ik from the posterior distribution.
This strategy can then provide different—with respect to α̂ik—
analytical gradients and wind direction estimates to follow,
using the same algorithmic structure as presented before in
Sections III-D1 and III-D2. For example, (11) becomes (12)
shown at the bottom of this page,
where i denotes the index assignment from initial mode order-
ing. It is emphasized that α̂i and P̂ i denote the ith mode and this
notation should not be confused with αi and P i , which refers
to the ith particle, as described in Section III-C.

Optimal mode assignment is achieved by a Hungarian algo-
rithm [86], in terms of the sum of relative distances from each
robot’s position to the source location of each mode, i.e.,

J∗ = argminJ∈perm({0,1,...,nz })

( nz∑

i=0

||xik − α̂
J [i]
k ||

)
(13)

where α̂
J [i]
k = {xJ [i]

s,k , y
J [i]
s,k }, xik = {xik , yik}, and J and J∗ :

Z+ → Z+ denote a single permutation of all possible mode
assignments and the optimal mode assignment, respectively.
Therefore, optimal assignment of (12) simply becomes W ψJ

∗[i]
k .

In this case, optimal mode assignment is needed to prevent
switching of the mode ordering, which can cause indecisive
robot trajectories and inefficient coordination.

Unfortunately, expressing the modes of a continuous posterior
distribution analytically, let alone the nonparametric forms, can
be difficult. Therefore, a K-means cluster algorithm is used
to approximate the modes of the posterior, with respect to the
number of robots, which must be known beforehand [56], [87].
Herein, it is assumed that the number of clusters is equal to the
size of the robot team. Although it is possible for the posterior
to have more modes than the number of robots, this assumption
compresses the posterior distribution into nz likely estimates.
Future work will study the problem when this assumption is
relaxed.

The clustered particles represent an approximate nz modes.
It is emphasized that there is no need for the switching threshold
(θthres) for the modes {θ̂0

k , θ̂
1
k , ..., θ̂

nz
k } (as opposed to uncoor-

dinated methods for the MMSE), because having each robot
investigate spatially separated plume hypotheses (modes) en-
courages exploration, which helps the particle filter to eliminate
or promote modes of the posterior. Overall, coordinated methods
do not require traditional bioinspired methods and the switching
threshold.

The coordinated versions of the bioinspired algorithms shown
in Algorithms 2 and 3 are presented in Algorithms 4 and 5,
respectively.

IV. SIMULATION AND PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT DETAILS

To study the performance of the proposed STE and SS algo-
rithms and to test the hypothesis that the proposed algorithms
are faster and more robust and effective compared to traditional
bioinspired approaches, simulations and experiments involving
up to eight mobile robots are conducted.

A. Simulation Details

Two plume simulators were developed to test the proposed
approach. The first uses a classical steady-state Gaussian plume
model, as described in Section III-B, which is referred to as
the Gaussian environment. Then, to further study the perfor-
mance of the algorithms on a more realistic plume, the second
simulator uses the quick urban and industrial complex (QUIC2)
dispersion modeling tool [88]–[91]. QUIC is an easy to use

2QUIC is available upon request.

W ψik =

⎧
⎨

⎩
atan2

(
W TP̂ i

[
c[α̂ ik ,P̂

i x]

(
P̂ i

xik
)
, c[α̂ ik ,P̂

i y ]

(
P̂ i

xik
)])

, if P̂
i
xik > 0

Head toward W x̂is,k ,
W ŷis,k , otherwise

(12)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE QUIC SIMULATION

Fig. 4. Simulation environment illustrating the search area of interest, plume
source, simulated plume concentration contours, and two starting configurations
for the robot teams: (1) side configuration and (2) downwind configuration.

tool that computes 3-D turbulent atmospheric boundary-layer
wind fields using a mass-consistent wind model and solves a
simplified form of the Langevin equations to compute the ad-
vection and diffusion of passive scalars in a Lagrangian ref-
erence frame [88]–[91]. QUIC can compute complicated 3-D
dispersion fields in urban environments, but it is used here to
produce a more realistic time-dependent plume over flat terrain
by modeling the stochastic nature of real plumes. This second
case is referred to as the QUIC environment, and the values for
the parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table I.

Both simulators were developed using Python and the robot
operating system (ROS) [92]), on a computer with 64-bit Ubuntu
16.04 LTS install and AMD FX(tm)-8320 eight-core processor.
The number of robots varied between one to eight. The simula-
tion environment is an obstacle-free 100× 100 m2 area, where
robots start equally spaced apart (at a distance b), as depicted
in Fig. 4. The figure also shows two example starting config-
urations of interest: first, side configuration where robots are
arranged in a line parallel to the wind direction and major axis
of the plume and second, downwind configuration where robots
line up downwind of the plume source, but perpendicular to the
wind direction. The two configurations approximate challeng-
ing (side configuration) and simple (downwind configuration)
scenarios for the robots.

The particle filter and bioinspired motion planner’s parame-
ters for the simulation can be found in Table II. Herein, A and
its prior p(α0) can be chosen based on prior knowledge, for
example, knowing the source is located inside of a prescribed
boundary. If the unknown release is completely uncertain, then
an uninformative prior [93] should be chosen. For this paper, an

TABLE II
SIMULATION DETAILS: PARAMETERS

uninformative uniform prior is used. The number of particles np
should be chosen to be as large as possible; however, in prac-
tice, this is more often chosen with respect to computational
constraints. The resampling threshold Nt is chosen to be np/2
as in [4]. The initial likelihood covariance R is dependent on
the measurement domain. Choosing this parameter affects how
spread out the normal likelihood model is. Letting this param-
eter be large makes the particle filter more conservative, i.e.,
slower to converge and more immune to noise. In the prediction
step of the particle filter, the AST parameter Σ influences how
far the particle filter should explore the parameter state space
between time steps. This essentially influences how fast the par-
ticle filter forgets likely particles. Herein, Σ is chosen to be
independent of other parameters, but dependent on the specific
parameter’s standard deviation from the particle set to encour-
age large exploration, whereas the particle filter is uncertain and
less exploration when particles have become more clustered.

The guidelines for choosing the parameters of the bioinspired
motion planner are described as follows. The switching thresh-
old θthres is set to be the same across all motion planners for
fair comparisons between all simulations and experiments. In
particular, this parameter influences when the robots trust the
posterior’s MMSE to follow. Therefore, by setting this value
high may result in robots following and converging to an incor-
rect MMSE, which is the major cause of failure of the uncoor-
dinated approach. On the other hand, by setting this value low,
robots never satisfy this threshold and, therefore, never follow
the MMSE and only rely on traditional bioinspired actions. The
parameter zthres should be chosen based on sensor characteris-
tics and the contaminant to be sensed, e.g., zthres is set to be
at the maximum base humidity level of the experiment envi-
ronment with no humidity (see Fig. 5). Lastly, d describes the
distance step length between observations. This value should be
chosen such that the robot is given enough spatial separation
between the previous measurements.

The parameters for the simulated (unknown) plume are also
given in Table II as αtrue . Each robot’s simulated observations
are sampled independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) from
an unknown Gaussian plume model with an additive zero-mean
Gaussian noise and a standard deviation ofU (see Table II). The
likelihood model’s noise standard deviation is given by R (see
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup showing a custom-design humid-air plume gener-
ator. (a) Detailed schematic. (b) Assembled apparatus. (c) Experimental envi-
ronment including the humid plume source, mobile ground robots with humidity
sensors, and motion capture system for localizing robots.

Table II) and in (9). The simulated wind-direction measurements
(for SC-based methods only) were sampled i.i.d. from the un-
known true wind direction with an additive zero-mean Gaussian
noise and a standard deviation W (see Table II).

Although many robot olfaction simulators exist [18], [19],
the Gaussian simulator was created and used to achieve direct
comparison between STE parameters and their corresponding
metrics (described ahead). Additionally, it is emphasized that
due to the nonlinearity and noninjectiveness of the Gaussian
plume likelihood model, the large number of parameters being
estimated with very limited information (i.e., only concentration
readings) and the nonparametric representation of the posterior,
estimating all parameters accurately is a difficult task even when
testing against an unknown Gaussian plume model with no sim-
ulated noise. Furthermore, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
no such simulation study exists in the literature. In addition to
this, a more realistic plume simulation using QUIC is conducted
as an illustrative case study using the proposed BRW method.

B. Physical Experiment Details

Generating a controlled gas plume for conducting robotics
experiments is a challenging task that requires strict safety and
environmental considerations, especially in an enclosed labo-
ratory environment. An alternative to this is to create a plume
of humid air, where the behavior of such a plume represents
the behavior of many real gas plumes [20]. For the problem
considered in this paper, where a passive scalar released into

a homogeneous neutrally stratified (no density gradients) tur-
bulent fluid, mass and momentum exchange are dominated by
turbulence rather than molecular processes. Hence, the mass ex-
change is governed by the ratio of the turbulent kinematic vis-
cosity of the bulk fluid to the turbulent diffusivity of the scalar.
This ratio is a dimensionless parameter known as the turbulent
Schmidt number [94]. Because turbulence dominates, for many
different gases diffusing into the air under the conditions de-
scribed before, the turbulent Schmidt number is approximately
unity, irrespective of the gas diffusing into the air [95]. Hence,
the results presented here should be valid for a wide range of
dispersion problems.

In the physical experiment, each robot is designed to carry a
humidity sensor for STE and SS. Experiments for STE and SS
involving three robots are conducted for the two configurations,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. Due to limitations in available hardware,
three robots are used as an illustrative example. The details of
the experimental setup and results are presented ahead.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows a custom-designed humid-air plume
generator apparatus. The main components are a sealed box
container with separator plate, air fan, and blast gate for pres-
sure control, water source, nozzle, 300-W ultrasonic humidifier
(Mainland Mart, model MHB12) capable of outputting mist
at 3 kg/h, and a single board computer (SBC, Odroid U4) con-
nected to a pressure sensor, two sets of temperature and humidity
sensors, each located at the top and bottom of the box as shown.

Through Bernoulli’s equation with minor losses, the outlet
velocity v2 of the humid-air plume source (assuming v1 ≈ 0) is
given by

v2 =

√
2ΔP

ρT (1 +Kl)
(14)

where ΔP = P1 − P2 is the pressure difference inside and out-
side of the enclosure and is measured through a differential
pressure sensor [see Fig. 5(a) and (b)]. The minor loss coeffi-
cient, denoted by Kl , accounts for the sharp-edged outlet. The
total density ρT can be computed from the Ideal Gas Law with a
correction based on the virtual temperature to adjust for humid
air. For example, the virtual temperature is the temperature of
dry air if its density and pressure were the same to that of the
moist air [96], hence

Tv = T (1.0 + 0.61q) (15)

where T = Tbot+T top

2 is the average measured absolute (K) tem-
perature between the bottom and top temperature sensors [see
Fig. 5(a) and (b)]. The specific humidity q is given by

q = 0.622
e

ΔP
(16)

where e is the vapor pressure expressed as

e =
γ

100
es. (17)

In (17), es is the saturated vapor pressure and γ is the aver-
age relative humidity between the two humidity sensors, i.e.,
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENT DETAILS: PARAMETERS

Unavailable ground truth values are denoted as N/A.

γ = γbot+γ top

2 . The saturated vapor pressure is calculated by

es = eso exp
[
lv
Rv

(
1
To

+
1
T

)]
(18)

where Rv = 461.5 JK/kg is the gas constant for water vapor,
lv = 2.5 × 106 J/kg is the latent heat of vaporization of water,
and eso = 6.11 hPa is the reference saturation vapor pressure.
Ground truth values for the release rate are then computed as

Q = v2
π

4
d2ρT (19)

where the exit velocity v2 is determined using (14). The diameter
of the nozzle is d = 7.5 cm (3 in) [see Fig. 5(a) and (b)].

A Vicon motion capture system [see Fig. 5(c)] is used to
determine the ground truth values for the position of the source
and wind direction. The parameters for the humid-air plume can
be found in Table III.

Fig. 5(c) shows the experimental setup in a 5×5×5 m3 motion
capture volume, where the custom-designed humidity plume
generator [see Fig. 5(a) and (b)] is used to create the plume
source. The search area is a scaled-down version of the search
area described in the simulation details where the area is an
obstacle-free 4× 4 m2 area. Due to the limited experimental
area, a hard boundary on the particle filter is imposed, which in-
voluntary controlled robots to only investigate within the search
area. A hard boundary can be included by an assumption of the
prior and has desirable results when there exist large turbulence.
Ambient wind (due to the AC air ducts) within the experimental
environment was less than 1.0 m/s throughout all experiments.

Three differential drive robots (iRobot Creates) were chosen
as an illustrative example of how the approach coordinates the
robots to investigate three likely plume hypotheses. Here, the
size of the team is held fix to compare and discuss uniformly
across the many approaches, i.e., traditional, uncoordinated, and
coordinated BRW and SC methods. It is emphasized that testing
with three robots clearly illustrates the performance differences
between traditional and the proposed methods. More impor-
tantly, the deficiencies of investigating a single MMSE (unco-
ordinated methods) is evident when compared with coordinated
methods. Lastly, as the simulation results show, increasing the
number of robots beyond three yield limited performance gains
in this case.

Differential drive robots are depicted in Fig. 5(c), each with IR
markers for localization in the motion capture volume (to satisfy
Assumption II defined in Section III-C). Each robot is equipped
with a humidity sensor (WeatherBoard 2) to measure the hu-
midity within the search area, Odroid SBC running ROS for
computation, and each robot is capable of communicating with

each other through the ROS network (to satisfy Assumption VII
defined in Section III-C). In particular, the WeatherBoard 2 hu-
midity sensor has a comparable response time (approximately
1 s) to actual chemical sensors that are usually less than 60 s and
some even reaching less than 3 s [97]. Also, many chemical sen-
sors exhibit hysteresis (e.g., chemical sensors discussed in [98]
reached a maximum of 5% − 7% hysteresis error) or otherwise
differences in the response and recovery times [99]. The humid-
ity sensor used in this paper also exhibits this phenomenon and
has a hysteresis error of ±1%.

It is noted that the approach is capable of incorporating the
dynamic response of the sensor into the sensor model. However,
the proposed method accounts merely for the time response and
hysteresis of the humidity sensor by only allowing the robot to
move at a maximum speed of 0.5 m/s and giving a wait time
(approximately 5–10 s) at each desired location.

A PID controller is utilized to drive the robots to the desired
positions, and the locations are computed by the bioinspired mo-
tion planner. The particle filter’s and bioinspired motion plan-
ner’s parameters used for the experiments are presented in Ta-
ble III. Many of the parameters are the same as the simulation
setup, with few exceptions. For example, A is chosen to reflect
the experimental setup, and Σ’s xs and ys related parameters
are increased to allow particles to explore more, whereas Σ’s
source related parameters are decreased. Motion planner related
parameters θthres are chosen to be the same as in the simulation
study, zthres is chosen to be 0.45, which is approximately a 25%
increase above room humidity values, and lastly, d is scaled
down based on the 4× 4 m2 search domain.

The Gaussian plume model outputs a concentration value in
units of mass per volume and this is used in the likelihood model
(Section III-C) to compare with measurements obtained from
the relative humidity sensor. Thus, to account for the difference
in units, the MMSE of Q̂ is scaled to have units of mass per unit
time. Hence,

Q̂′ =
Q̂

β
(20)

where Q̂′ is the MMSE with unit conversion and β is given as

β =
RvT

es
(21)

where es is given by (18) and T is taken at room temperature.
The unit conversion β comes from the ideal gas law and (17)
and (18), where β ≈ 4306.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The simulation and experimental results show that the pro-
posed algorithms are faster and more robust than traditional
methods, where speed is compared by analyzing the 2% settling
time of the error metrics between the different algorithms.

A. Error Metrics

To quantify the performance of source localization of the pro-
posed simultaneously STE and SS approach, this paper utilizes
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three error metrics, as defined ahead. First, the error

eSTE = ||α̂k − αtrue ||2 (22)

quantifies the performance of the STE process, by comparing
the difference between the estimated parameters α̂k and the true
parameters αtrue . Note that this error metric is only possible in
simulation with an unknown Gaussian plume be tested against,
otherwise the position based subset of (22) is used and is denoted
by eSTE .

Likewise, the error associated with the difference in the esti-
mated spatial concentration distribution (i.e., map) that is gener-
ated by the estimated parameters to that of the true concentration
distribution is

emap =
1
T

∫

Ξ∈R2
|cα̂k (Ξ) − cα t r u e (Ξ)|dΞ (23)

where T is a normalizing factor. The metric emap is computed
at a particular height and referred to as the “mapping” error.
Both eSTE and emap quantify how well the algorithms perform
in terms of STE, where the smaller the number the better the
robots were at STE.

Lastly, for an SS error metric, a common approach is to select
the position of the robot, which is closest to the gas source for
quantifying SS-based source localization accuracy. However, to
illustrate the coordinated performance over uncoordinated and
traditional methods, an average position of the robot team is
used. Furthermore, the average position error metric is less de-
pendent on the starting location of the robot team than selecting
the position error of the closest robot. Therefore, the chosen
metric that quantifies the performance of the SS process, that
is, how close the final robots’ average position is relative to the
actual plume source location, is defined as

eSS =

∣
∣∣∣∣

∣
∣∣∣∣

1
nz

nz∑

i

[
W xik

] − αtrue

∣
∣∣∣∣

∣
∣∣∣∣
2

(24)

where αtrue = {xs, ys}true is the true source location.

B. Simulation Results

A set of 100 Monte Carlo simulations was ran to compare the
traditional reactive sensor-based bioinspired methods without
the particle filter to the proposed uncoordinated (Algorithms 2
and 3) and coordinated (Algorithms 4 and 5) Bayesian-based
motion planners. Different robot team sizes were considered for
comparison, specifically nz = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}.

Fig. 6 shows the average performance (over 100 simulations)
of the traditional bioinspired BRW and SC without the par-
ticle filter STE process for the downwind and side configu-
rations. Fig. 7 shows average results (over 100 simulations)
for the side configuration using the Bayesian-based uncoordi-
nated and coordinated BRW and SC algorithms. For brevity,
only the simulation results for the side configuration are pre-
sented in this paper because the results for the downwind con-
figuration showed quicker but similar trends. Thus, the side
configuration is believed to be more challenging due to the
robots starting in more dilute conditions, i.e., robots start
outside the plume with nearly zero concentration readings.

Fig. 6. Simulation results (averaged over 100 trials), showing eSS versus time
step k, for traditional reactive sensor-based (a1 and b1) BRW and (a2 and b2)
SC methods without the particle filter for both (a1 and a2) downwind and (b1
and b2) side configurations.

Fig. 8 shows the average 95% confidence interval (over 100
simulations and across the total number of time steps) for both
the traditional BRW and SC without the particle filter and the
proposed Bayesian-based STE and SS algorithms as a function
of the number of robots. The results represent, to some degree,
the repeatability (as the number robots increases) of the results
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Lastly, Fig. 9 shows the average (over
100 simulations) eSTE and eSS of traditional, uncoordinated, and
coordinated BRW (using three robots) in the side configuration
when tested against the QUIC plume.

C. Outcomes of Simulation Results

1) Performance Between Traditional and Bayesian-Based
Algorithms (comparing eSS , eSTE , and emap ): The uncoordi-
nated and coordinated motion planners are faster and have lower
steady-state SS error (eSS ) compared to traditional methods (in
either starting configuration), as evident in Figs. 6 and 7(a3),
(b3), (c3), and (d3). Also, this conclusion can be drawn by
looking at the 2% settling time of the error metrics (the time
required to be within 2% of the average of the last 50 time-step
values) tabulated in Table IV. In fact, traditional and uncoordi-
nated settling times are similar, but with different steady-state
SS error. Results show that coordinated approaches outperform
traditional methods, where on average coordinated approaches
are approximately three-times faster than traditional methods
and with much lower steady-state SS error.

It is pointed out that traditional methods lack the ability to es-
timate source parameters; therefore, comparisons between eSTE
and emap cannot be made. Thus, an advantage of the proposed
method is the ability to extract information from measurements,
which results in eSTE and emap decreasing quickly, for example
within the first 50-time steps, as shown in Fig. 7(a1), (a2), (b1),
(b2), (c1), (c2), (d1), (d2), and Table IV.

2) What Effect Does Team Size Have?: As shown in Fig. 6,
for the traditional SS methods, using more robots has little to
almost no effect on SS. This is simply because there is no
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Fig. 7. Simulation results (averaged over 100 trials) of side configuration behavior for different robot team sizes using the Bayesian-based uncoordinated and
coordinated BRW and SC algorithms. Plots (x1), (x2), and (x3) represent errors eSTE , em ap , and eSS versus time step k, respectively. (a1)–(a3) Uncoordinated
BRW (Algorithm 2). (b1)–(b3) Coordinated BRW ((Algorithm 4). (c1)–(c3) Uncoordinated SC ((Algorithm 3). (d1)–(d3) Coordinated SC ((Algorithm 5).

Fig. 8. Simulated results from Gaussian environment, average (over 100 sim-
ulations and across the total time steps) 95% confidence intervals of eSS for
traditional (T), uncoordinated (UC), and coordinated (C) with the side configu-
ration as a function of the number of robots.

Fig. 9. Simulated results from QUIC environment, average (over 100 simula-
tions) error metrics eSTE and eSS for traditional (T), uncoordinated (UC), and
coordinated (C) BRW for three robots in the side configuration.

information sharing between robots and the behavior of each
robot is independent of the others. On the other hand, er-
ror metrics decrease more rapidly when more robots are used
by the proposed methods (see Fig. 7). However, performance
gain appears to diminish with an increasing number of robots,

TABLE IV
SETTLING TIME (2%) FOR (eSTE OR eSTE , em ap , AND eSS ) FROM

SIMULATION RESULTS (FIGS. 6 AND 7 IN THE SIDE CONFIGURATION) AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (FIGS. 10–12 IN THE SIDE CONFIGURATION)

Note that “·” denotes not applicable and T, UC, and C denote traditional, uncoordinated,
and coordinated, respectively. Values reported as time step k or in minutes.

especially for BRW. For example, the percent decrease in the
settling time of the STE error (eSTE ) from three to four robots
for the uncoordinated BRW is 30%, whereas for coordinated
BRW it is 5% (detailed comparisons are discussed later). Thus,
performance increase converges rather quickly when 3 robots
are used, as indicated in Fig. 7(b1)–(b3) and (d1)–(d3) and in
Table IV, especially for eSTE . For this reason, only three robots
were chosen for the physical experiments.

Interestingly, as the number of robots increases, the steady-
state eSTE and emap does not necessarily decrease, as evident
in Fig. 7(a1) and (a2). It is believed that this is due to the
product existing in the likelihood model, (7). In this case, the
algorithm trusts the observations more and sometimes converges
to inaccurate STE parameters, which affects both SS and STE
metrics. Future work will consider normalizing the likelihood
model with respect to the robot team size.
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Lastly, when more robots are used, all methods have less
variability in SS error and performance improvement seems to
diminish with more robots, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

3) Comparing Robustness Between Traditional and
Bayesian-Based Algorithms: Ideally, a robust SS or STE ap-
proach should be independent of the starting locations of the
robot team and ultimately result in a consistent steady-state
error. Unfortunately, for the traditional approaches, the per-
formance varies significantly between the downwind and side
configuration, as shown in Fig. 6(a1) and (a2) (downwind con-
figuration) and Fig. 6(b1) and (b2) (side configuration). On the
other hand, for the proposed approach, performance is consistent
across different starting configurations (note that the downwind
simulated results were omitted for brevity). In fact, consistent
behaviors appear across all error metrics. Thus, the proposed
method appears to be robust (in both SS and STE) against these
two starting configurations of the robot team.

The results in Fig. 8 show that as more robots are used, the
SS performance has on average less variability. Unfortunately,
traditional methods consistently have larger error compared to
the proposed algorithms, as shown in Figs. 6(b1) and (b2) and
7(a3), (b3), (c3), and (d3).

The simulated results for the QUIC plume environment are
shown in Fig. 9. They show that traditional methods perform on
average more poorly due to the stochastic and time-varying be-
havior of the QUIC plume. As expected, the proposed approach
exhibits similar trends as the results from the Gaussian environ-
ment [see Fig. 7(a1), (a3), (b1), and (b3)]. Note that only eSS
and eSTE are considered due to the inability to obtain ground
truth values for the other parameters, e.g., diffusivity.

4) Comparing Performance Between Uncoordinated and
Coordinated Algorithms: The performance between uncoordi-
nated and coordinated approaches can be compared through
Fig. 7(a1)–(a3) versus 7(b1)–(b3) and Fig. 7(c1)–(c3) versus
7(d1)–(d3). It can be seen that on average both uncoordinated
and coordinated approaches yield similar steady-state errors, but
coordinated approaches converge much faster (with the excep-
tion of emap ; this will be discussed later). In fact, the average
(across robot team sizes) percent decrease in settling times (with
respect to all error metrics) between uncoordinated and coordi-
nated BRW are: eSTE : 61%; emap : 25%; and eSS : 54% and be-
tween uncoordinated and coordinated SC are eSTE : 45%; emap :
− 7.5%; and eSS : 3%. Thus, coordination drastically improves
the convergence of the error metrics, especially eSTE .

An interesting result can be seen by analyzing Fig. 7(a2) and
(b2) where the results show that the mapping-error response dif-
fers between uncoordinated and coordinated approaches. This
is due to the chemotactic behavior of BRW to follow analyti-
cal gradients that drive the robots toward the centerline of the
plume. This causes the robot team to have a limited perspective
on the measured plume, i.e., robots have limited observations on
the extent or width of the plume source. Thus, the emap metric
is slower and has more error for uncoordinated BRW methods.
Conversely, for coordinated BRW methods, robots search along
the gradients of a unique mode estimate, and therefore, they
tend to source seek while being spatially separated, resulting in
better mapping-error response on average for the coordinated

algorithms. Finally, coordinated methods on average have less
variability than uncoordinated methods, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

5) Comparing Performance Between Bayesian-Based BRW
and SC Algorithms: The results in Fig. 7(a1) versus (c1) and
(b1) versus (d1) show that BRW behaves similarly to SC in
terms of the steady-state STE error and 2% settling time (see
Table IV). However, looking at the mapping-error results in
Fig. 7(a2) versus (c2) and (b2) versus (d2), there exist dif-
ferences between BRW and SC methods. Specifically, unco-
ordinated BRW’s steady-state mapping error shows variations,
whereas uncoordinated SC steady-state mapping error is more
consistent. Additionally, coordinated BRW has a higher steady-
state mapping error compared with coordinated SC. As previ-
ously discussed, this is due to the limited perspective robots
have on the extend of the plume for chemotactic behaviors.
Conversely, for the SC approaches, robots surge upwind when
inside the plume. This causes the robots to be spatially separated
as they source seek which is beneficial for emap .

For the last metric eSS , it can be seen that uncoordinated
SC outperforms uncoordinated BRW both in final error [see
Fig. 7(a3) and (c3)] and in error settling time (see Table IV).
Again, because uncoordinated SC methods take a more direct
route than uncoordinated BRW (and more importantly still be-
ing able to STE while doing so), eSS converges quicker. Addi-
tionally, uncoordinated SC has a lower final error because the
highest concentration point is not exactly where the source is,
thus BRW methods have some error. On the other hand, coor-
dinated methods behave similarly with respect to the final eSS
metric, but BRW is faster (see Table IV). This is due to coordi-
nated SC over exploring, i.e., investigating a likely, but incorrect
plume hypothesis (mode), and therefore slowing down the eSS .
This differs from coordinated BRW in that a robot moves to
maximize the mode’s concentration, thus eliminating the incor-
rect mode more quickly. Therefore, robots are only exploring
enough to eliminate or validate the mode estimate.

Interestingly, the confidence intervals for eSS for BRW meth-
ods is on average lower than SC methods. Thus, BRW results are
more repeatable (see Fig. 8). This is likely due to uncoordinated
and coordinated BRW being able to seek out higher concentra-
tions, which is made possible by an idealized environment in
the simulation.

6) Outliers and Discrepancies: For the single-robot case,
it is difficult for the behavior of the particle filter to achieve
the switching threshold, thus traditional and uncoordinated ap-
proaches behave very similar, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7(a3),
(b3), (c3), and (d3). For the coordinated methods, coordination
is not possible, thus the single mode (or otherwise the MMSE)
is investigated, which results in a slower and larger steady-state
error.

It is pointed out that steady-state values for eSTE remain rela-
tively large even though emap values are small (see Fig. 7), sug-
gesting that even though the source term values are inaccurate
(usually from a combination of zs,Q, v,Dz ,Dy parameters),
they still accurately resemble what the observations suggest. It
is believed that this is due to two factors: first, the non-one-to-
one nature of the Gaussian plume model, where similar concen-
trations dispersions can be obtained with different source term
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Fig. 10. Experimental results of a team of three robots performing SS using
traditional reactive sensor-based (a1) and (b2) BRW and (c1) and (d2) SC for
the downwind and side configurations, respectively.

values and, second, wheel-based robots are limited to ground
traversal, thus ambiguities that exist vertically cannot be ob-
served by the robot. Regardless, the estimated parameters create
a plume model that matches the robots’ observations and can be
used to project expected concentration levels spatially. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, this problem has not yet been
discussed in the STE literature due to the restrictive assumptions
that have been made in the literature.

D. Experimental Results

A total of 15 experiments were conducted to compare the per-
formance between traditional reactive sensor-based bioinspired
SS (without the particle filter) to the Bayesian-based BRW and
SC motion planners (Algorithms 2 to 5). Videos of these results
(some of which are not included in the paper) are available for
review.3 Note that the following results shown in Figs. 10–13
show a single trial. In particular, Fig. 10 shows the behavior of

3[Online]. Available: http://www.kam.k.leang.com/academics/videos/TRO-
coordinated-STE-SS

a team of three robots performing SS using traditional reactive
sensor based BRW and SC for downwind and side configura-
tions. In this case, the humidity measurements with a moving
average filter (all measurements within the last second) were
included to reduce the affects of noise and turbulent conditions.
The results in Fig. 10 present the robots’ trajectories and the SS
error metric ess versus time step k.

The results for the proposed Bayesian-based STE and SS
methods are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Specifically, Fig. 11
shows the behavior of the BRW for the side configuration,
comparing uncoordinated (Algorithm 2) and coordinated (Algo-
rithm 4) methods, at different time instances. Similarly, Fig. 12
shows the behavior of the SC for the side configuration, compar-
ing uncoordinated (Algorithm 3) and coordinated (Algorithm 5)
methods, at different time instances. Both Figs. 11 and 12 also
show the particle filter’s MMSE output, particle distribution, es-
timated source location [i.e., (xs, ys) indicated by “*”], eSS and
eSTE versus time, and relative humidity sensor measurement
versus time.

In Fig. 13, the proposed methods were tested on three different
setups with distorted plume conditions to study the limitations
of the proposed algorithms. For example, Fig. 13 shows results
(robot tracking and associated STE results) from three exam-
ples of the coordinated BRW algorithm (Algorithm 4) applied
to distorted plume conditions, such as adding a “V”-shaped
obstruction at the plume outlet that simulates two sources [see
Fig. 13(a1) and (a2)], a fan downstream but blowing upwind [see
Fig. 13(b1) and (b2)], and an oscillating fan blowing across the
plume [see Fig. 13(c1) and (c2)], where the latter two simulates
nonuniform wind conditions.

E. Outcomes of the Physical Experiments

1) Performance Between Traditional and Bayesian-Based
Algorithms (eSS and eSTE ): By comparing the results shown in
Figs. 10(b2) and (d2), 11(d) and (i), and 12(d) and (i), it can be
seen that all methods eventually result in similar steady-state SS
error. However, for traditional methods, eSS does not decrease
monotonically. This is a result of unsteady atmospheric condi-
tions found in the experimental environment, causing the plume
to fluctuate over time, thus impacting the sensor measurement
and causing the robots to “wander” during the SS task [see
Fig. 10(b1) and (d1)]. Furthermore, it can be seen in Table IV
that the proposed methods perform faster SS than traditional
methods, except uncoordinated BRW (this will be discussed
later).

As previously mentioned, traditional methods cannot estimate
the source parameters; therefore, eSTE cannot be compared di-
rectly. However, the STE error for the uncoordinated and coor-
dinated methods have lower steady-state STE error compared
to eSS (even when compared to traditional methods). Thus, one
main benefit of the proposed approach is that source localization
via STE is more accurate than source localization via SS [see
Figs. 11(d) and (i) and 12(d) and (i)].

The MMSE source terms from experiments from Figs. 11 and
12 are given in Table V (recall ground truth value are obtained
as described in Section IV-B). This table shows overall good

http://www.kam.k.leang.com/academics/videos/TRO-coordinated-STE-SS
http://www.kam.k.leang.com/academics/videos/TRO-coordinated-STE-SS
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Fig. 11. Biased-random-walk experimental results where MMSE SL denotes the MMSE source location. Uncoordinated behavior: (a1)–(c1) motion of robots and
(a2)–(c2) corresponding output of STE at three different time instances; (d) SS error versus time; and (e) relative humidity versus time for each robot. Coordinated
behavior: (f1)–(h1) motion of robots and (f2)–(h2) corresponding output of STE at three different time instances; (i) SS error versus time; and (j) relative humidity
versus time for each robot.

agreement between αtrue and the MMSE from the proposed
method, but the release rate seems to be consistently overesti-
mated. This is due to the two factors discussed in Section V-C6.

2) Comparing Robustness Between Traditional and
Bayesian-Based Algorithms: Consistent with the simulations,
experimental results in Fig. 10 for the traditional SS algorithm
show that steady-state SS error varies with starting configura-
tions, thus traditional methods are not considered robust. On the
other hand, the Bayesian-based algorithm results in consistent
steady-state SS error behavior for the different starting configu-
rations (results are available for viewing in the videos). Like the
simulation results, this is found to be true for both STE and SS
error; therefore, the proposed method is considered more robust
than traditional methods.

It is emphasized further that the proposed method is robust
because Assumption III and VII for the model (defined in Sec-
tion III-B) are not necessarily satisfied in the experiment. Specif-
ically, as shown in Fig. 10(a1) and (d1), there are disturbances
due to atmospheric conditions in the test environment, the air ve-
locity varies spatially, and the ground absorbs some of the humid
air during testing. However, despite these issues, the proposed
method is robust and provides reasonable STE and SS.

3) Comparing Performance Between Uncoordinated and
Coordinated Algorithms: By comparing the results between
uncoordinated and coordinated algorithms, for example
Fig. 11(a1)–(c1), (a2)–(c2), (d), and (e) versus Fig. 11(f1)–(h1),
(f2)–(h2), (i), and (j) and Fig. 12(a1)–(c1), (a2)–(c2), (d), and
(e) versus Fig. 12(f1)–(h1), (f2)–(h2), (i), and (j), it can be seen
that both algorithms yield similar steady-state SS error. How-
ever, the STE error improves with coordinated actions due to
spatially separated measurements that yield better performance,
as previously discussed.

Coordinated behavior shows improvement in speed compared
to the uncoordinated algorithm. For instance, the percent de-
crease in error settling times between uncoordinated and coordi-
nated BRW are eSTE : 56%; and eSS : 67% and for uncoordinated
and coordinated SC are eSTE : 63%; and eSS : − 30%. Interest-
ingly, coordinated SC methods were slower than uncoordinated
methods for the eSS error metric. This is due to overexploring
plume hypotheses as previously discussed.

It was previously mentioned that the proposed method is faster
than the traditional method except for the uncoordinated BRW.
To explain this, recall the switching threshold θthres defined in
Section III-D1. Around 4 minutes, the particle filter is not within
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Fig. 12. Surge-cast experimental results where MMSE SL denotes the MMSE source location. Uncoordinated behavior: (a1) and (c1) motion of robots and (a2)
and (c2) corresponding output of STE at three different time instances; (d) SS error versus time; and (e) relative humidity versus time for each robot. Coordinated
behavior: (f1) and (h1) motion of robots and (f2) and (h2) corresponding output of STE at three different time instances; (i) SS error versus time; and (j) relative
humidity versus time for each robot.

this threshold, thus forcing the robots to move using traditional
methods, as shown in Fig. 11(c1) (i.e., wandering trajectories).
Therefore, the reason for uncoordinated BRW ineffectiveness
in SS is due to traditional BRW actions and not meeting the
switching threshold.

4) Performance of Bayesian-Based BRW Compared to
Bayesian-Based SC: Comparing the results in Fig. 11 with
Fig. 12, similar behavior is observed for both the steady-state
STE and SS errors. However, as shown in Table IV, unco-
ordinated BRW SS is much slower than uncoordinated SS.
Again, this is due to not meeting the switching threshold and the
ineffectiveness of traditional BRW.

In terms of the speed of STE, coordinated SC outperforms
BRW and for SS, coordinated BRW outperforms SC. This is
because of how chemotaxis and anemotaxis lead to different
spatially separated observations.

5) Limitations of the Algorithms: Finally, for the distorted
plume experiments, it can be seen in Fig. 13(a1) (for “V” ob-
struction case) that the MMSE plume model has a much lower
humidity contours and the particles are much more distributed
(relative to undistorted experiments), thus the MMSE is less
certain. However, particles do collect on the left side of the
environment, suggesting the method realizes the general loca-
tion of the plume source. But because of a less certain wind
direction, there is difficulty in pinpointing the source location.

Fig. 13. Behavior of coordinated motion planner with (a1) and (a2) “V”-
shaped obstruction, (b1) and (b2) fan blowing upstream, and (c1) and (c2)
oscillating fan blowing across the plume source.
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TABLE V
MMSE SOURCE TERMS OBTAINED BY THE COORDINATED

BAYESIAN-BASED ALGORITHMS

Unavailable ground truth values are denoted as N/A.

Therefore, at the very least, one may determine that the plume
source is on the left side of the search environment, which could
be vital information to narrow down the possibilities. Overall,
the robots localize the average source location between the two
created sources.

For the two wind cases, humid air would often be vertically
lifted, especially in the upstream wind case. This may explain
why the proposed method predicts lower humidity contours.
However, if enough distortion (or unmodeled phenomenon) is
present in the environment, the particles will not converge [e.g.,
Fig. 13(b2) and (c2)]. In this case, the humidity plume is far from
the assumed Gaussian likelihood model, resulting in a prediction
that the humid-air plume source could potentially be around the
outskirts of the search area. In summary, although the proposed
method fails in terms of accurate STE and precise SS, the particle
filter still provides meaningful and useful information that can
be used to eliminate possibilities.

In summary, simulation and experimental results show con-
sistently that coordinated STE and SS yields the fastest and
most effective behavior compared to the uncoordinated case
and traditional BRW and SC methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an integrated, coordinated Bayesian-
based STE process and bioinspired SS motion planner using
local concentration measurements for mobile robots for au-
tonomous gas plume for source localization. The approach esti-
mated all the parameters of the plume model, thus more capable
than previous SS and STE methods that usually only determine
the source location. A particle filter was developed around a
steady-state Gaussian plume model where the estimation pro-
cess was coordinated between multiple robots via the multi-
modal nature of the nonparametric posterior. Simulation and
experimental results consistently showed that the coordinated
Bayesian-based STE and SS algorithms outperformed tradi-
tional bioinspired SS algorithms and they are approximately
twice as fast as the uncoordinated case. Increasing the num-
ber of robots does not improve the performance of traditional
bioinspired methods; however, the improvement was evident
for the Bayesian-based methods. The Bayesian-based STE/SS
algorithms were robust to variations in the starting conditions,
whereas traditional bioinspired methods are dependent on start-
ing locations, thus they lack robustness. Finally, the plume
source was distorted to study the algorithm’s limitations and
impact on STE and SS, where results show that even for dis-
torted plumes, useful source localization information can be

obtained. Future work includes decentralizing the approach,
random finite sets [100], [101] formulation, and considering
3-D spatially varying winds and environments with obstacles
(e.g., urban settings).
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